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	This book shows you how to use Swing to add a GUI to your Jython scripts, with an emphasis on the WebSphere Application Server wsadmin utility. In fact, we're going to teach you Swing using Jython, and we're going to do it in a way that, hopefully, that makes your scripts easier for people to use, more robust, more understandable, and therefore easier to maintain.


	What you’ll learn

	
		How to add Swing APIs to your Jython scripts
	
		How to work with components, containers, layouts, input/output fields, lists, menus, trees, frames, tables, event handling and more
	
		How to build a simple global security application with a graphical UI
	
		How to monitor and indicate progress
	
		How to create a simple graphical help application
	
		How to build a security configuration report application
	
		How to port over to WebSphere for middleware deployment



	Who this book is for


	This book is for experienced Java programmers who have experience with Jython and at least some experience maybe with Swing.
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Salesforce.com (Teach Yourself VISUALLY (Tech))Visual, 2015

	The highly visual, step-by-step guide to getting the most out of Salesforce.com


	Teach Yourself VISUALLY Salesforce.com, 2nd Edition is your ideal guide to getting up to speed on the world's number-one on-demand customer relationship management (CRM) system. With full color screenshots and step-by-step...
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Linking Government DataSpringer, 2011

	The Linked Open Data Project started just four years ago in 2007. In that short time
	Linked Data has grown into an almost mainstream activity for many governments
	around the world. As of this writing, the US Government’s open data site listed
	twenty one countries whose governments publish open data regarding the operations
	of...
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An Introduction to Distributed AlgorithmsMIT Press, 1996
"Barbosa makes the otherwise difficult subject of distributed algorithms very enjoyable and attractive to both students and researchers. The leading intuitive discussion of each algorithm is so very well organized and clearly written that a reader can, without the slightest effort, have a clear picture of it. An ideal textbook for an...
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The Mathematics of Signal Processing (Cambridge Texts in Applied Mathematics)Cambridge University Press, 2012

	Arising from courses taught by the authors, this largely self-contained treatment is ideal for mathematicians who are interested in applications or for students from applied fields who want to understand the mathematics behind their subject. Early chapters cover Fourier analysis, functional analysis, probability and linear algebra, all of...
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WCF 4.5 Multi-Layer Services Development with Entity FrameworkPackt Publishing, 2012

	WCF is Microsoft's recommended model for building services and Entity Framework is Microsoft's preferred ORM for accessing underlying data storages. Learning WCF and Entity Framework has become essential and critical for every software developer to survive in this SOA world.


	WCF and Entity Framework are two powerful yet...
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Learning iOS 8 for EnterprisePackt Publishing, 2014

	Design and develop stunning iOS applications for business environments


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to develop iPhone apps in an easier, step-by-step manner using real-world solutions
	
		Save time, learn faster, and gather knowledge of new technologies
	
		Work with powerful tools...
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